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Airport operations control centre mumbai

The announcement is shared on the grounds that it is circular from mumbai airport authority. (Photo by Google Plus) Urgent message. Mumbai Airport urgent alert, please read and distribute.Information to reach police formation indicates that: there is a syndicate of criminals selling a
beautiful key... - at Ravi Kumar (@bravi100) August 20, 2018 Right or wrong? Well, the message making the rounds on social media is false and here's why. The contact numbers provided in the statement claiming to be Mumbai International Airport are not the same numbers provided on
the airport's official page. The contact information does not match the details in the message. (Photo: CSIA) Incorrect contact numbers were shared in the viral message. (Photo by Facebook) A source from Mumbai's Chaterafati Shivaji Maharaji International Airport told Quint that the circuit
was never issued by the Airports Authority. It's a fake. It was also distributed two to three years ago, but that's not true, said an employee at the airport's appeals authority. For the first time, in 2017, Bangalore Mirror broke the fake news. The message also appeared on social media during
the years 2012-2014 from a Harris County police officer warning people about exploits giving away key chains equipped with tracking devices. The same message was shared by replacing the county's contact information with the airport's fake contact numbers. The flight, carrying 63
passengers, returned to IGI Airport due to the landing gear problem just 12 minutes after it took off and all passengers were flagged as safe when landing the incident occurred while the plane was moving towards the 20 R parking terminal where the Taj Sats catering vehicle had already
been parked. Delhi police have recorded the matter and are now trying to trace the origin of the flying object. Another plane spots an object in the IGIA shortly after a captain operating a Singapore-Delhi Jet flight sees it just before landing AirAsia and China Airlines pilots identify the device
that resembles a signage; Flight activity suspended per hour A woman calls to say the airport will explode; Hours of searching and sanitation exercises yielded nothing the boys, Nitzan and Rohit Kumar, aged 17 and 21, respectively, were sitting on the balcony of their home on Wednesday
evening when they saw fire on the tail of the plane this site uses cookies to enhance your experience. We'll assume you're okay with it, but you can opt out if you want. AcceptRead More wpDiscuzW love Your thoughts, please comment.x The Airports Authority of India (AAI) will establish an
Airport Operations Control Center (AOCC) at the leading international airport here to bring airport operations management under IT-based systems in order to improve the efficiency and efficiency of services and improve security. Described as the hidden nerve centre, the AOCC will be the
'command, coordination and control centre' of the entire airport, which will bring together the diverse processes associated with Main areas of operation - passengers, baggage and cargo and aircraft. Tyrvananthapuram International Airport is among 10 identified by the AAI to establish the
AOCC. The space adjacent to the visitors' gallery at the old International Terminal building in Sanghomum is slated for the AOCC to be established, a senior AAI official told Hindu. The AOCC is approaching a space where Indra, an air traffic control technology developed by Spanish
information technology company and defense systems, will be installed. Air traffic modernization equipment is expected to arrive in the city soon. The AOCC aims to improve productivity through process automation and efficiency in operations, redeployment of personnel in core functions
and promotional activities, increased focus on safety, and higher organizational contribution through trend analysis and forecasting. Improved coordination through cross-functional integration and entity resources, optimization of existing airport resources, improved time performance
resulting in improved customer satisfaction are the AOCC's other goals. The facility will enable the highest level of air operations, resource planning and allocation, terminal operations and security and will allow various agencies/departments to cooperate in real time. Going forward, the
AOCC will enable operations teams to work with increased efficiency, reliability, security, scalability, intelligence and information security in real time, while providing comprehensive capabilities for situation analysis and management. Mumbai's Chaterafati Shivaji International Airport was the
first to establish the AOCC in the country followed by Rajiv Gandhi International Airport in Hyderabad and later Bangalore. The AOCC will be a resource centre and it is mooted by AAI for the country's 10 airports and will be slightly different from those that have already boarded in Mumbai
and elsewhere. The Airports Authority of India has ordered tenders for the establishment of the AOCC at these airports. Dear Reader, We have been keeping you to this day with information about developments in India and the world that have an impact on our health and well-being, our
lives and livelihoods, in these difficult times. To enable wide distribution of news built into the public, we've increased the number of articles you can read for free, and extended trial periods free of charge. However, we have a request for those who can afford to register: please do so. As we
fight disinformation and misinformation, and keep things cold fast with the goings-on, we need to devote greater resources to new collection operations. We promise to provide quality journalism that will contradict interest and political propaganda. Quality support and expensive subscription
journalism, thank you! Your support for our journalism is insistinguishable. It's about supporting truth and fairness in journalism. It helped us keep cold fast with events and happenings. Hindus (disambiguation) Stood up for journalism which is in the public interest. At this difficult time, it is
even more important that we have access to information that has an impact on our health and well-being, our lives, and their livelihoods. Subscribe, you are not only the beneficiary of our work, but also its enabler. We also repeat here the promise that our team of reporters, copy editors,
fact-checkers, designers and photographers will provide quality journalism that will shut out interest and political propaganda. Sush Nembeth International Airport in Mumbai, India Bombay Airport and Sahar Airport divert here. For the general airport serving the city, see Juhu Aerodrome.
Mumbai Airport is evacuating here. For the new airport under construction, see Navi Mumbai International Airport. Chentrapati MehrajiIATA International Airport: BOMICAO: VABBSummary Airport TypePublicOperatorNambi International Airport Limited (MIAL)Serves as a metropolitan area
Mumbai Location Mumbai, Mharashtra, IndiaOpend1942 (1942)Air India Vistara Focus City Center for Air India Express Blue Arrow Aviation Altitude AMSL11 m / 37 ftCoordinates19°05′19N 72°52′05E / 19.08861°N 72.86806 °E / 19.08861; 72.86806 Downloads: 19°05′19N 72′05E /
19.08861°N 72.86806°E / 19.08861; 72.86806Websitew.csmia.aeroMapBOM לש הפמ  גצה   MumbaiBOM לש הפמ  גצהמובארטשאראהמ  לש  הפמ  גצה   IndiaBOM לש הפמ  גצה   AsiaRunways חטשה ינפ  ןוויכ   m ft 14/32 2,990 9,760 45,873,329 םיעסונ (2019-2020  ) טלפסא תקיטסיטטס  טלפסא 09/27 3,660 

יאבמומ גרהמ ,' 'י  גאביש יטאפרטא  ימואלניבה צ' הפועתה  למנ  (, 5.2%)304,675 םיסוטמ תועונת  (, 6%) (IATA: BOM, ICAO: VABB), הנידמב רתויב  סומעה  ינשה  הפועתה  למנ  והז  .ודוה  יאבמומ , לש  ןילופורטמה  רוזא  תא  תרשמה  ירקיעה  ימואלניבה  הפועתה  למנ  אוה  רהס , ימואלניבה  הפועתה  למנ  םשב  רבעב  עדונש 
ץרמב .םינעטמ  תעונת  תניחבמ  רתויב  סומעה  ינשה  הפועתה  למנ  םג  והז  תנשב 2018 . ןוילימ  התסת ב-49.8  הלש  םיעסונה  תעונת  תירדנלק 2017 . הנשב  םיעסונ  תעונת  ידי  לע  םלועב  רתויב  סומעה  הפועתה ה-28  נו  היסאב  רתויב  סומעה  הפועתה ה-14  למנ  היהו  יהלד , ירחא  תימואלניבהו  תללוכה  םיעסונה  תעונת  תניחבמ 

5  ] .יאבמומב םיעסונה  רפסמב  הדירי  לשב  ףוסב 2019  קיווטג  הפועתה  הדש  הלע  רתוי  רחואמ  .םעפ  לכב  דחא  הארמה  לולסמ  תלעפהל  םלועב  רתויב  קוסעכ  ןודנולב  קיווטג  הפועתה  למנ  לע  הלע  הפועתה  למנ  , 2017] BOM Airport IATA code is affiliated with Bombay, the city's former legal name. The airport has
three operating terminals covering a total land area of 75 hectares and handles 950 aircraft movements a day. It recorded a record 1,007 aircraft movements on December 9, 2018, higher than the previous record of 1,003 flight movements a day in June 2018. He handled a record 51
movements in one hour on September 16, 2014. [7] Together with IGI Delhi, it was valued as the world's best airport at the Airport Quality of Service Awards In the highest category of airports handling more than 40 million passengers per year by the International Airports Council. She also



won best airport in India and Central Asia at the 2016 Skytrax World Airport Awards. [9] This is one of three airports in India that have implemented the Airport Cooperative Decision Making (A-CDM) to ensure departure and timely landings. The airport is operated by Mumbai International
Airlines Ltd. (MIAL), a joint venture between the Airports Authority of India and GVK Industries Ltd. led a consortium[11] appointed in February 2006 to modernize the airport. The new integrated T2 terminal was inaugurated on January 10, 2014 and opened for international operations on
February 12, 2014. On the same day, a dedicated six-lane road was also opened to the public, connecting the new terminal with the Main Western Freeway.[15] To the public. The airport was named after the 17th-century King of Maratha Ciatrapati Shivaji, having been renamed in 1999
from the previous Sahar Airport to Chhatrapati Shivaji International Airport (the title Maharaji was introduced on August 30, 2018[17]). It is located across the suburbs of Santacruz and the village of Sahar in the east of Vile Parle East. History Stamp Issue 2017 dedicated to the 75th
anniversary of Chaterafati Shivaji Terminal 1B International Airport, expanded in 2006, was built in the 1930s. [18] It was a larger airport than nearby Juhu Airport and was home to several RAF squadrons during World War II between 1942 and 1947. The airport covered an area of about
1,500 hectares and initially had three runways. The apron existed on the south side of the runway 09/27, and the surrounding area, now known as the Old Airport, houses, among others, the maintenance hangars of Air India, Air Works India, Indamer Aviation Pvt Ltd. and MIAL General
Airport Terminal. In 1946, when the RAF began the process of giving the airport to the Civil Aviation Director for civil operations, two abandoned old RAF hangars were converted into a passenger terminal. One hangar served as a local terminal and the other for international traffic. It had
customs and immigration check counters on both sides and a lounge in the centre. Air India treated its passengers to its own terminal edging to both hangars. In his first year, she handled six civilian services a day. Airport traffic increased after Karachi was divided into Pakistan and 40 daily
domestic and foreign services were activated by 1949, prompting the Indian government to develop the airport, equip the airport with an overnight landing system that includes radio range and a modern flare lane lighting system[22] Construction of a new passenger terminal and apron
began in 1950 and was raised in 1958. [20] Named after the neighborhood where he initially stood The new airport, subsequently run by the Ministry of Civil Aviation, was run by the Civil Aviation Ministry. At the dawn of the Jumbo Jet era in the 1970s, Centatrose, despite several
expansions, began to suffer from insufficient operational capability. The Sente cruz terminal was designed to accommodate 600 passengers at any one time, but in the late 1970s it handled 1,200 passengers. Between 1979 and 1980, 5 million domestic and international passengers flew to
and from Santa Cruz, compared with 3 million at Delhi's Palm Airport. Airlines have constantly expanded their services, but there has been no corresponding increase in place at the terminal, making it the country's snest airport. In one of its issuers, Time magazine, referring to the chaos,
called the construction of the terminal a black hole. On September 21, 1979, a large fire broke out in the terminal building, killing three passengers and closing the airport. A temporary exit extension or bay terminal became functional in October of that year until the terminal was repaired. The
Tata Commission, which was established in 1967 to examine the issues concerning the airport, recommended the construction of a new international terminal to meet traffic requirements in the 1970s. The Santa Cruz terminal was only supposed to be used for local traffic. The International
Aviation Authority of India (IAAI), which was established in 1972, began planning to build a new terminal building to handle international passenger traffic, to be completed by 1981. Accordingly, construction of the new international terminal in the Sahar northeast of Santa Cruz in Andhary is
estimated at an estimated cost of NIS 110 million. Construction of the new international terminal in the Sahar began in November 1977, and the first phase took three years to build. Sahar 2A Terminal, the first stage of the three-part terminal, opened on December 5, 1980. In 1996, AAI
considered modernizing Mumbai Airport, although AAI's board only approved a modernization proposal in 2003. By then, Mumbai and Delhi airports had handled 38% of the country's aircraft traffic and generated a third of all revenue earned by AAI. During this period, mumbai airport
handled 13.3 million passengers, 60 percent of them domestic passengers. The airport faced severe overcrowding for both planes and passengers, long overdue handling double aircraft movements a day than originally planned. The tender process for its modernization eventually began in
May 2004 with the decision of the Empowered Ministerial Group (EGoM) in January 2006. [25] Ownership of a consortium of GVK Industries Ltd., South African Airports Corp. and Bidvest,[11] won a tender to manage and operate CSIA. To carry out this mission, Mumbai Private Himited
International Airport (MIAL), a joint venture between the consortium (74%) and The Mumbai Private Himited International Airport (MIAL), a joint venture between the consortium (74%) and The United Bank (74%). And look at India's airports (26%) Created. [26] MIAL subsequently made a
number of improvements to the aesthetics, design and comfort of passengers at the CSIA, including refurbishment of domestic terminals 1A and 1B, international terminals 2B and 2C and the opening of a brand new local terminal 1C and Terminal 2. MIAL has also carried out air
improvement projects such as ordering new taxis, aprons and restoring two runways. In February 2008, MIAL signed an agreement with IT specialist SITA, leading to CSIA becoming India's first airport to implement self-service kiosks and CUTE check-in systems (terminal equipment for
common use). In September 2020, Adani Group announced it would acquire shares of GVK and Bidvest in MIAL, granting it control of the venture. [28] [29] Aerial view of the airport, when the new T2 was still under construction. Parts of an old T2 are still used in a portrait of Emperor
Maratha, Chhatrapati Shivaji Mehraji, after which the airport is named, at the T1 domestic terminal. Airport runways have two intersecting runways and handle an average of 980 flights a day. The runways have been upgraded to code F, which means they can accommodate larger aircraft
like the Airbus A380. [30] [31] Following a march 2011 presentation by UK air traffic service provider NATS[32] on how airport capacity could be increased, MIAL set a target of 48 aircraft movements per hour in an attempt to reduce airport congestion. Both routes were activated
simultaneously especially during peak hours to try and achieve this goal. In mid-2013, after discovering that individual runway operations were more effective at increasing aircraft movements by an hour. Route 14/32 was henceforth only for use when the main route was unavailable due to
maintenance or other reasons. [34] Construction of new high-speed exit taxis helped increase flight handling capacity from 32 movements per hour to 44 in 2012. NATS delivered and helped MIAL implement a 'roadmap for change' to help CSMIA achieve more than 50 movements per hour
in 2015. [32] Increased air efficiency resulted in CSMIA overtaking Gatwick Airport in March 2017 becoming the world's busiest airport with only one operational runway at a time. [5] Length width number ILS notes 09-27 3,660 meters (12,008 feet) 60 meters (200 feet) cat. II (27); Catalog. I
(09) [36] 14-32 2,990 meters (9,810 feet) 45 meters (148 feet) cat. I (in both directions) [36] [30] route notes once the longest commercial runway in India, runway 09/27 is the main runway of the airport. Tying up 13 taxis, including four fast exit taxis, connect it to a full-length parallel route
north of it. It intersects on the secondary route south of the terminal buildings. The restoration of the route began in September 2010 and was completed in May 2011. Track width increased from 45 meters to 60 (200 feet) with a track shoulder width of an additional 7.5 m on each side. [36]
IlS in 27 starts at 880 meters and is 9.1 nautical miles long with a slope path of 3°. The 14/32 route includes ten itineraries, including three fast exit routes that connect to a parallel taxi that runs along its east wing. It runs between Terminals 1 and 2 and was restored in 2010. The shoulders
of the track were extended from 7.5 to 15 meters. In 2019, taxi routes related to the secondary runway were upgraded. A new route for fast departure and converting routes to Code-F has effectively increased the route's capacity. In 2020, the secondary route set a record of 47 movements
per hour at peak times, compared with 36 movements per hour. [30] Problems with utilization 14/32 are: Trombay Hill, housed in a 4.5 nmi (8.3 km) from the 32nd end, an approach that has temporarily become a no-fly zone because the Bhabha Atomic Research Center (BARC) nuclear
complex in Trombay (Anushakti Nagar) lies within its flight path. [38] In 2015, after MIAL considered building another parallel track as part of its master plan. However, building this route will require large-scale relocation of air India's hangars and maintenance facilities or airport flight kitchens
and crescent police station, among other things, depending on its alignment. The parallel runway remains an active part of the expansion plan, but in the meantime the runway out is as upgraded as possible. [40] ATC Tower as seen from West Express Road Traffic Control Tower second
highest air traffic control tower in India with an altitude of 85 m (279 feet) after Delhi Airport (101.9 m) stands in part of the parking area in front of Terminal 1B. The triangular three-dimensional structure with soft vertices that won the Hong Kong Building Information Modeling Award (BIM) in
2009, has six floors starting at 62.1 m (204 feet). On January 1, 2014, the tower was inaugurated and took over on January 1, 2014. [43] From the new tower, air traffic controllers can see 5 miles beyond the two-runway thym. The tower and its associated technical block and mechanical
plant building cover a total of 2,884 sq ft (31,040 sq ft). The cost of the fully equipped tower is estimated at NIS 4 billion. [45] The previous ATC Tower, built by the India Airports Authority (AAI) at a total cost of NIS 2.80 billion, was functional from 1999 to 2013. During this time, many airlines
such as Singapore Airlines, Saudi Arabia, Qantas and United avoided landing at Mumbai Airport when the secondary runway was in use because the ATC Tower was too close to the runway and not in accordance with ICAO standards. The tower penetrated the obstacle course beyond
14/32 of transit limit surfaces by over 50 meters (for device approaches). [48] The tower also blocked the path of a parallel taxi below To the secondary orbit. In 2014, MIAL demolished the tower. [50] Airport terminals have two terminals for planned commercial passenger services: Terminal
1 in Sentecruz for domestic and Terminal 2 in the Sahar for both international and domestic flights. While both terminals use the same facilities in the air, they are physically separated on the city side, requiring a 15-20 minute drive (by land). A dedicated general aviation terminal is designed
for passengers through private and unplanned flight operations. Currently operational terminals Terminal 1 Terminal 1, known locally as Sente cruz Airport, are used for domestic flights operated primarily by low-cost carriers. It was the original Sentecruz building that was Mumbai's first
passenger terminal which had previously been integrated, but was changed to Terminal 1 after the opening of the Crescent Building for International Operations and became a local activity terminal. It was renovated several times over the decades, the last being during the 2000s. It was also
divided into Terminals 1A, 1B and 1C after their permanent closure during the late 1990s and early 2000s. It was used by Spaceget, Guayer and Indiegogo, but after Jet Airways broke up on April 17, 2019, select flights from all Terminal 1B airlines moved into the newer T2 building. The
terminal has 11 passenger boarding bridges. MIAL changed its name to Terminal 1B to T1 in January 2017 to help fliers easily identify it. Several airlines operate BEST-owned Cerita air-conditioned buses to transport passengers between terminals and aircraft. [53] Terminal 1 (Sente
cruz/Domestic Airport) Air Security Holding Area Terminal 2 Larsen &amp; Tobro (L&amp;A) T) won a contract to build the new Terminal 2, better known as T2, to differentiate it from an older Terminal 2 building. Skidmore, Ewing & Merrill (SOM) was the project's architectural designer. SOM
also provided the blueprint design of the structure and MEP and the detailed structural design of the roof. Detailed planning of the foundations and other structure and civil works, MEP, IT and airport systems, including the complete construction documentation of the project was carried out
by L&amp;A's internal design team T, EDRC (Center for Engineering design and Research). The terminal covers an area of 210,000 mer and replaced the previous international terminal (which has already been demolished). The entire project was valued at $US98 billion ($1.4 billion) and
employs over 12,000 people. The X-shaped terminal has a total floor space of 450,000 serg across four floors and handles domestic and international passengers. It includes new taxis and apron areas for parking for planes designed to serve 40 million passengers a year. The building has
boarding gates on two platforms stretching south from a central processing building with a 42-metre-high roof that employs overhead A metric ton of fabricated steel covers 30 acres. However, T2's east pier remains stacender due to the failure to evacuate slums in a nearby plot, giving an
asymmetrical look when seen from above. The new T2 building operates a large number of Ramp System aircraft (MARS) standing and rocking gates, so that a single stand can accommodate one wide-body aircraft or two narrow hull aircraft, in a domestic or international configuration. The
new terminal is connected by a six-lane crescent road elevated to the Western Freeway. A subway link to the terminal is under construction. The new terminal has approximately 21,000 serenity of retail space, lounges and travel services, over 5,000 serenity of landscaping and a multi-level
parking lot for 5,000 cars. The parking management system and the revenue control system for the entire MLCP were designed and supplied by SKIDATA. It has 192 check-in desks and 60 immigration desks for departing passengers, and 14 baggage carusses and 76 immigration desks for
arriving passengers. To transport passengers across its four floors, the building has 48 escalators and 75 elevators. The terminal also includes 42 travelers. In the initial stage of development, the T2 joined apron provides a total of 48 stands, including 3 Code F stands (for the A380). A total
of 38 E/F code contact booths, 14 remote code E/F stands and 20 Remote Code C stands (total of 72 stands) are provided in the final stage of development. The GVK Lounge, the first shared luxury lounge at an airport in India, opened in November 2014. [61] The lounge is open to first
class and business class passengers and can accommodate 440 guests at a time. It is spread over 30,000 sage across two floors of the terminal and has a library, business centre and fine dining options, apart from the usual amenities such as concierge services, smoking area, food and
drinks, bar, luxury spa, shower area and relaxation area. The luxury lounge won the world's leading aviation lounge award - first class 2015 at the 2015 World Travel Awards held in Morocco. The terminal also includes the Nirante Instant Transit hotel and the 32-room hotel is the first of its
kind in the country. [63] It is located on the 1st floor of the terminal, and rooms may be available by passengers who have entered the airport. IWG plc, which operates under the Regus brand, operates a shared workspace outside the console. The old international terminal was permanently
closed at 1pm on February 12, 2014, and international operations from the new terminal began from that day. [13] The first arrival was Air India Flight 343 (Airbus A330-200) from Singapore via Chennai, and the first takeoff was Jet Airways Flight 118 (Boeing 777-300ER) to London. It was
inaugurated by then Indian Prime Minister Manohan Singh. [66] Local operations at T2 launched on January 9, 2015, with the maiden flight of Coming from Delhi. Vista initially operated from level 4 of the terminal, which is used only by international passengers, but in July 2015 they moved
to Level 3, which will only be used for domestic operations. [67] Air India transferred all of its domestic operations from Terminal 1B to T2 on October 1, 2015, Making it the second airline to operate domestic flights from Terminal T2, to facilitate their international and international passenger
transfers,[70][71][71] and Jet Airways moved its domestic operations to T2 on March 15, 2016, which helped attempt a smooth transfer for its passengers, while all other domestic airlines, including Indigo, Goyer and Spice Jet took place, both on take-off and arrival, in the older Sentetrose
building. After Jet Airways' demise on April 17, 2019, other airlines launched additional domestic flights using slots evacuated by Jet Airways. These flights were operated from T2. This arrangement resulted in the larger company operating domestic flights from both terminals. MIAL has
therefore moved to streamline operations at both terminals in September 2019, transferring all domestic operations of AirAsia India, Indigo and GoAir to T1, while SpiceJet has moved all of its domestic operations to T2. Some of the art exhibitions at key facilities in Terminal 2 at the new T2
facilities [76] Current parking facilities earlier standing for aircraft 108 84 boarding bridges 60 25 check-in counters 192 13 5 Car parking 5,000 3,600 car parking and passenger entrances All vehicles arriving in T2 to pick up passengers arriving are routed through the multi-level car park and
are charged a fee to cope with traffic congestion at the airport. Four wheels will be charged a minimum fee of USD 140 (USD 2) for 30 minutes in general parking and 2 wheels in 240 minutes. CSIA Terminal General Airport terminal for operators of private and unplanned flights (NSOPs) is
located in Kalina southwest of the airport. The terminal was approved for international operations in April 2011, making CSMIA india's first airport[80] to have a standalone terminal to handle round-the-clock domestic and international flight operations for private companies and NSOPs. The
terminal offers facilities for passengers departing and arriving by private jets and business jets. The terminal has 2 exclusive lounges, 2 conference halls, 2 staff relaxation rooms and a café bar. [81] Terminal 2 (Sahar/International Airport) taking off interior multi-level parking gates prior to
Terminal 1A, 1B and 1C when the Crescent Terminal opened in the 1980s, the terminal in Centarus was back to being a local terminal. The terminal consisted of three buildings, terminals 1A, 1B and 1C. Terminal 1A - It opened in April 1992, and was used exclusively by Indian Airlines (now
Air India). In 2005, Kingfischer Airlines also began operating from 1A, after an agreement was signed to source all land. And terminal space from Indian Airlines. In June 2013, shortly after Kingfischer stopped operating, MIAL allocated the available space to GoAir. On October 1, 2015, Air
India transferred all of its Terminal 1A operations to the new Terminal 2. GoAir has moved its departure operations to Terminal 1B on the same date, resulting in the closure of terminal 1A departures. GoAir, however, continued to use terminal 1A's arrivals level until March 15, 2016, when its
entrances to Terminal T1B[85] and Terminal 1A were also diverted. Terminal 1B - This was the original Sentecruz building which was Mumbai's first passenger terminal which was once incorporated, however its name was renamed Terminal 1 after the opening of the Crescent Building for
international operations and became a local activity terminal. Terminal 1C - It was built at a cost of $3 billion and opened in April 2010. Architectural design was provided by a hafez contractor. EDRC, design unit of EPC contractor Larsen &amp; Tovru (L&amp;A) T) carried out the structural
design, MEP and IT/airport systems. The terminal had six passenger boarding bridges and allowed connectivity between Terminals 1A and 1B. It was spread over 297,194 square feet over three floors and had a seating capacity of about 900 passengers. Level 1 improved MIAL offices and
some airlines, Level 2 included the passenger security holding area after check-in at Terminal 1A or 1B. The 3rd floor was populated by dr. Food. The building served as a boarding facility only for all airlines. Passengers entered this facility through Terminal 1B. In January 2017, MIAL
changed its name to Terminal 1B as T1. [52] Old Terminal 2 (divided into 2A, 2B and 2C) Terminal 2B and 2C as seen from the runway before being decommissioned and destroyed in Terminal 2 of the airport is located in the village of Sahar, In Andrei (east). Designed by Aéroports de
Paris and opened in January 1981, Terminal 2 was built in three modular stages as Terminals 2A, 2B and 2C. Each module had a capacity of 2.5 million passengers. This terminal was an area of 120,000 sq ft (1,300,000 sq ft). The terminal structure was placed in a space-saving vertical
arrangement with separate levels for landings and exits. A city-side bridge took passengers to the front of the exit on the upper level. The original terminal was a contoured structure in one concourse shape with 14 touch stands of the Greater E. Apron T2 code and also provided an
additional 15 D/E code and 6 C code remote stands. It gave a total of 35 stalls on the existing apron. [57] There were 42 check-in desks in the 2A departures area, 18 more than in the international area at the Sente cruz terminal. After completing customs and immigration formality, departing
passengers were taken to an intermediate floor where five elongated nods connect the terminal with the plane via bridges. [23] Terminal 2A - The first stage of the terminal complex was completed at a cost of NIS 180 million [20] And he served most international airlines. Its boarding gates 3
through 8 were the first bridges installed on the subcontinent. It was decommissioned and demolished in January 2009 to make way for the new T2 structure. Terminal 2B - It cost $US220 million ($3.1 million) and was completed in 1984. Between September 1986 and October 1999, she
served Air India and the carriers handled by Air India. And produced from service with the opening of Terminal 2C. It was extensively refurbished and made operational again after the demolition of Terminal 2A. Terminal 2C - inaugurated in October 1999, it was originally and exclusively for
Air India, Air India Express and those airlines whose ground operations were handled by Air India. Terminals 2B and 2C were decommissioned in February 2014 when the new T2 took over operations. They were demolished later that year, so the rest of the new T2 will be completed. The
air cargo complex, located west of International Passenger Terminal 2, has been in operation since 1977. [89] The cargo apron is capable of handling five wide-body aircraft. In 2009-2010, the airport handled 385,937 tons of international cargo and 165,252 tons of domestic cargo. [90] Air
India (AI) and Mumbai International Airport Pvt Ltd (MIAL) have been appointed cargo commissioner by the Central Committee of Excise and Customs in Mumbai. The cargo terminal has a perilous cargo center (CPC) with an area of 1844 mer for internationally perspendable and
temperature-sensitive export shipments, robust 115 mr. rooms for storing valuable cargo and storage for hazardous goods in import and export warehouses, designated areas for unaccompanied baggage handling and authorization, and 9 colour X-ray cargo filtration machines for export
cargo. Besides handling 65% of CSIA's international volumes, MIAL also operates a shared local cargo facility for users. After taking over the airport redevelopment work in 2006, MIAL ordered a Shared Sand User Terminal (CUT) near the Merol pipeline as a temporary arrangement. In
June 2016, MIAL opened a new local charger near the Western Express at Vile Parle. Cut has been outsourced to Concor Air Ltd. based on build-operate transfer. The terminal has the capacity to handle 300,000 tons of cargo annually and is built on an area of 60,000 sqm. The cargo
terminal is a raised terminal structure where all local cargo arriving is managed from the basement level while the outgoing cargo is handled on the upper level. Air India and Ballo Dart handle their own local cargo operations at their terminals. Blue Dart opened its dedicated cargo facility at
Mumbai Airport near Terminal 1 on February 7, 2019. The facility measures 4,300 mr. and has air-side and side access to the city, allowing for faster delivery. [93] Airlines &amp; Destinations AirlinesAdd 000 00:00:00,000 -&amp;&amp; 00:00:00 (Resume March 29, 2021) [94] Air Arabia
Sharjah Air Canada Seasonal: Toronto-Pearson Air China Beijing-Capital Air France Paris-Charles de Gaulle Air India Abu Dhabi, Ahmedabad, Amritsar, Orangabad, Bangalore, Bangkok-Suvarnabhumi, Bhopal, Bhubaneswar, Chandigarh, Chennai, Coimbatore, Colombo-Bandarnaik, Dre
Delhi, Doha,[95] Dubai-International, Frankfurt, Goa, Hong Kong, Houli, Hyderabad, Indore, Jaipur, Jamanger, Jeddah, Jodhpur, Kochi, Kolkata, Kozicuda, Kuwait, London-Heathrow, Lucknau, Maeda Mangalore, Muscat, Nagpur, Nairobi-Jumo Kenyatta , Newark, Patna, Reipur, Rajkot,
Riyadh, Shanghai-Pudong, Singapore, Tyrvananthapram, Udaipur, Varanasi, Visakapatnam Air India Express Doha, Dubai-International, Kozhikoda, Sharjah, Vijayawada Air Mauritius Air Seychelles Seychelles Air Tanzania Dar al-Salam Bangalore, Chandigarh, Chennai, Delhi, Goa,
Hyderabad, Indore, Kochi, Kolkata, Ranchi, Srinagar Alliance Air in Hungary, Bhuj, Dio, Goa,[96] Sheridy Ol Nippon Tokyo-Narita Airways Bangkok Airways Bangkok-Suvarnabhumi Bhutan Airlines Seasonal Faroe British Airways London-Heathrow Cathay Pacific Hong Kong Air Cairo EL AL
Emirate Dubai-International Ethiopian Airlines A Diss (disambiguation Ababa Etihad Airways Abu Dhabi flydubai Dubai-International GoAir Abu Dhabi, Ahmedabad, Bangalore, Bangkok-Suvarnabhumi, Bhuvanswar, Chandigarh, Chennai, Coimbatore,[97] Delhi, Goa, Indore, Jaipur, Jammu,
Kanor, Kochi, Kolkata, La, Luknow, Muscat, Nagpur, Patna, Phuket, Port Blair, Ranchi, Srinagar, Varanasi Seasonal Bay Male Air Bahrain Indigo Abu Dhabi, Ahmedabad, Allahabad, Amritsar, Orangabad, Bagdora, Bangalore, Bangkok-Suvarnabhumi, Bhopal, Bhubenswar, Chandigarh,
Chengdu,[98] Chennai, Coimbatore, Dammam,[99] , Delhi, Doha, Dubai-International, Gaia,[100] Goa, Gorakhpur, Guwahati, Holi, Hyderabad, Indore, Jabalpur, Jaipur, Jammu, Jeddah, Jodhpur, Kathmandu,[101] Kochi, Kolkata, Kozikuda, Kuwait, Lacanau, Male, Mangalore, Muscat,
Nagpur, Patna, Raipur, Ranchi, Riyadh, Silchar, Singapore, Surratt, Tiruchirpali Tiropati, Tyroonanthapur, Udaipur, Vadura, Varanasi Iran Air Tehran-Imam Khamiani Iraqi Airways Baghdad, Najaf G. 'Arena Airways Kuwait Kenya Airways Nairobi-Jomodo Kenyatta KLM Amsterdam Korea Air
Seoul-Incheon Kuwait Airways Kuwait Lufthansa Frankfurt , Munich Malaysia Airlines Kuala Lumpur-International Malindo Air Kuala Lumpur-International Nepal Airlines Kathmandu Oman Air Muscat Qatar Airways Doha Rwandhayr Guangzhou, Kigali Saudi Jeddah, Riyadhuna: State
Singapore Airlines SingaporeGet Ahmedabad Amritsar, Bagdora, Bangalore, Bangkok-Suvarnabhumi, Belgaum, Boufal, Chennai, Coimbur, Darbanga, Delhi, Dhaka, Dubai-International, Durgapur, Goa, Gorakhpur, Gwakhatti, Hong Kong, Hyderabad, Jabalpur, Jaipur, Jeddah, Jodhpur, La,
Candela, Kanpur, Kochi, Kolkata, Kozikuda, Madurai, Mangalore, Petna , Forbender, Rajkot, Ranchi,[103] Riyadh, Srinagar, Surat, Tirupati, Varanasi SriLankan Airlines Colombo-Bandaranaike Star Air Belgaum Swiss International Airlines Zurich Thai Airways Bangkok-Suvarnabhumi Thai
Lion Air Bangkok–Don Mueang Thai Smile Bangkok-Suvarnabhumi TruJet Jalgaon, Kolhapur, Nanda Turkish Airlines Istanbul United Airlines Newark [104] Uzbekistan Airways Tashkent Vietjet Air Hanoi, Ho Chi Minh City Virgin Atlantic-Heathrow Wistera Ahmedabad, Bangalore,
Chandigarh, Chennai, Colombo-Bandarnaik, Delhi, Dubai-International, Goa, Hyderabad, Jodhpur, Kolkata, Reipur, Singapore, Udaipur, Varanasi Yemeni aden Cargo Airlines[105] Frankfurt Atlas Air Bahrain, Dubai, Guangzhou, Han, Hong Kong, London-Stansted, Seoul-Incheon,
Shanghai-Pudong, Singapore, Tokyo-Narita, Toledo Blue Arrow Aviation[106] Ahmedabad, Bangalore, Chennai, Delhi, Hyderabad, Kochi, Kolkata, Patna, Reipur Cargolox Bahrain, Luxembourg, Taipei -Taoyuan Cathay Pacific Cargo[107][108][108]Amsterdam, Bangkok-Suvarnabhumi
Chennai, Frankfurt, Hong Kong, London-Heathrow, Milan-Malpensa, Paris-Charles de Gaulle China Airlines[109] Amsterdam , Taipei-Taoyuan Emirates Skycargo[110] Dubai-El Maktoum, Shanghai-Pudong Ethiopian Airlines Cargo[111] Addis Ababa, Guangzhou, Shanghai-Pudong Fedex
Express Bangkok-Suvarnabhumi, Dubai-International, Guangzhou, Han, Hong Kong, Memphis, Paris-Charles de Gaulle, Tokyo-Narita Suitable for Air Chennai Lot Polish Airlines Cargo Warsaw-Chopin[112] Lufthansa Cargo[113] Almaty, Cologne/Bonn, Bangkok-Suvarnabhumi, Frankfurt,
Hong Kong, Krasnoye Rask, Leipzig/Halle Mascargo[114] Kuala Lumpur-International Qatar Airways Cargo[115]Ahmedabad, Doha Kickjat Airlines[116] Bangalore, Chennai, Delhi, Haider in 2017, after the company was leased in 1999, Riad Sichuan Airlines, Dubai-El Maktoum Airlines,
Istanbul-Atatok, Hanoi UPS Airlines[120] Amsterdam Bangkok-Sobernbomi, Barcelona, Cologne/Bonn, Dubai-International, Guangzhou, Han, Hong Kong, Kuala Lumpur-Spang, Leipzig/Halle, Shenzhen, Taipei-Taoyuan Uzbekistan Airways[121] Baku, Tashkent and Will Ferrell connectivity
is a west line train station and the port line of Mumbai's suburban rail network closest to Terminal 1. Andheri is a train station on western lines and a port closest to Terminal 2. [122] Via the airport and Merul Naka are the stops on line 1 of mumbai's metro system closest to Terminal 2. The
Western Express Motorway (WEH) is the stop on line 1 of the Mumbai Metro system closest to Terminal 1. Brihanmumbai's Electricity and Transportation Commitment (BEST) operates air-conditioned airport buses from Andheri Train Station. [123] [124] Navi Mumbai Municipal Transport
Company (NMMT) operates airport bus routes from various Nawi Mumbai hubs. [125] Upcoming Airport Metro Stations Main Article: Line 3 (Mumbai Metro) Line 3 of the Mumbai Metro will run underground from Capp Parade to SEEPZ and serve CSIA via three - One each at The Centarose
and Sahar terminals and one at GVK SkyCity. This will reduce the travel time between Kolaba and the airport to 40 minutes. In early 2012, mmrda held talks with MIAL to build or finance the construction of the three line stations. MIAL agreed to bear the cost of building the three stations,
which are expected to reach 777kg, due to the potential increase in passenger comfort. However, CSIA has placed conditions before MMRDA for the corridor; The metro line is scheduled to operate 24 hours a day to serve passengers of scheduled international flights at odd hours. An order
will be given to a check-in facility at all metro stations. M.A.L. noted that the commercial rights of the three stations it is building will move in full with the Authority, and that revenue earned from any commercial activity in place will go to MIAL. It will commit to the planning and civil construction
of the stations, at a cost of NIS 600, alone, and will pay the estimated cost of electromechanical equipment (approximately 177 kr) to MMRDA in three equal ceilings over three years. [126] Main Section: Line 7 (Mumbai Metro) Line 7A is an extension of 16.475 km (10.237 miles)[129] long
'red line' that will connect T2. [130] The line will be a subway station at CSMIA. [131] Civil work on this line began in early 2020 and will be completed by December 2021. [132] The MMRDA also designed a line between CSMIA and the proposed Nawi Mumbai International Airport. [131]
Accidents and incidents This section needs additional verification quotes. Please help improve this article by adding citations to trusted sources. You can challenge and remove material that is not sourced. (June 2014) (Learn how and when to remove this template message) In 1940, on July
12, 1949, Franker, a Constellation Lockheed L-749-79-33 (PH-TDF registered) crashed in the hills between Gatkufar and Poway, killing 33 passengers and 11 crew members. The victims included a large number of American journalists, including Pulitzer Prize winner Hubert Renfrew
Nicarbucker. The charge was falsely placed on a pilot. On July 19, 1959, Rennie Barra, a Lockheed L-1049G (VT-DIN registered) constellation carrying 46 people (39 passengers and 7 crew) approached Sentecruz Airport in conditions of poor visibility due to the rain. The captain used blood
time with the barometric pressure set at 29.92. The plane crashed and suffered damage that would not be repaired. There were no fatalities. On July 28, 1963, United Arabia Airlines Flight 869 crashed from Tokyo to Cairo, partially stopping in Bombay, in the Arabian Sea before approaching
Centacrose Airport. All 63 people on board the plane (55 passengers and 8 crew members) died, including 24 passengers from the Philippines who were due to travel to Greece to participate in the 11th World Scout Jamboree. On May 28, 1968, Gruda Indonazinas Airways Conwir 990
bound for Karachi, Crashed into the sea shortly after taking off from Santa Cruz. All 29 people on board (15 passengers and 14 crew members) died. There was also one casualty on the ground. 1970 on October 12, 1976: Indian Airlines Flight 171, Sud Aviation SE 210 Caravelle, had its
right engine on fire shortly after takeoff. The crew tried to return, but the plane crashed about 1,000 feet less than runway 09. All six crew members and their 89 passengers were killed. January 1, 1978: Air India Flight 855 Boeing 747-237B crashed in the Arabian Sea after takeoff from
Mumbee, killing everyone on board (213 people; 190 passengers, 23 crew members). August 4, 1979: A Hooker Sidley HS 748 approached Sahar International Airport (now Chhatrapati Shivaji Mehraji International Airport) at night and in bad weather as it flew into high ground about 6 miles
from the airport, killing the four crew members and their 41 passengers. March 1980-25, 1988: In an apparent terrorist attack, a gunman opened fire[135] with an automatic pistol on Alitalia staff as they got on their crew bus on their way to a hotel in Bombay city centre, injuring an Alitalia
pilot. Later, press reports indicated that the attacker was wrong to have The Alitalia as a Pan M team, due to similarities between their uniforms. The gunman was initially identified as Irani, but was later identified as a Lebanese man affiliated with Abu Nidal. [136] On March 12, 1993,
grenades were thrown at the airport's Bay-52 terminal. It was one of the incidents of the Bombay bombings in 1993. On September 4, 2009, Air India Flight 829 of a Boeing 747-437 flying on the Mumbai-Riyadh line caught fire at the airport. The fire started in engine number one while the
plane was traveling to runway 27 for takeoff. An emergency evacuation was carried out with no injuries between 228 people (213 passengers and 15 crew members) who were on board. [138] [139] In December 2015, an Air India technician was killed in a freak accident after being sucked
into the engine of a plane during the push. The Air India flight was en route to Hyderabad. [141] See also L&amp;B T Realty Larsen &amp; Toubro List of Airports in India List of India's Busiest Airports Mumbai Airport Trust Navi Mumbai International Airport References ^ Traffic News for
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